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Abstract

Technology, the average number of operations retired on the
SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks is less than one [RF04, TT03].
In
general, sustained performance is much less than peak perHigh-performance computing is and has always been perforformance.
This is despite the large effort aimed at improvmance oriented. However, a consequence of the push towards
ing
performance
on high-performance architectures, including
maximum performance is increased energy consumption, estechniques
such
as
instruction scheduling, memory access repecially at supercomputing centers. Moreover, as peak perordering,
prefetching,
and simultaneous multithreading.
formance is rarely attained, some of this energy consumption
This
paper
examines
potential energy savings in HPC apresults in little or no performance gain. In addition, large enplications.
We
observe
that
if processor efficiency is poor, then
ergy consumption costs the government a significant amount
processors,
while
running
at
peak speed and consuming maxof money and wastes natural resources.
imum
energy,
must
not
be
the
bottleneck resource. For examThis paper investigates the tradeoff between energy and
ple,
if
the
memory
subsystem
cannot
supply data fast enough,
performance. Through the use of processors that support frethe
processor
will
be
throttled
by
it.
In such a case, a slower
quency and voltage scaling, we measured the performance and
processor
may
achieve
similar
performance,
which means that
energy consumption of programs from three popular benchthe
extra
energy
consumed
by
a
faster
processor
is wasted.
mark sets. We took multiple measurements for each program
Consequently,
energy
can
be
saved
without
a
significant
perusing different frequency and voltage settings. Results show
formance
degradation.
that for many programs, a significant decrease in energy is
Our eventual goal is to save energy in parallel HPC propossible with a small increase in time. We believe that this
grams.
As a first step, this paper determines the tradeoff bejustifies further investigation into parallel HPC (e.g., MPI) aptween
energy
and time in sequential HPC programs. It also
plications.
motivates the energy saving potential in parallel HPC applications.

1 Introduction

1.1 Low-Energy Supercomputing

High-performance computing (HPC) tends to push performance at all costs. Unfortunately, the “last drop” of performance tends to be the most expensive. For example, the
last 10% increase in performance requires a disproportionally
large amount of resources. The current policy at most of the
nation’s supercomputing centers, which are dedicated to the
execution of large-scale scientific applications, appears to be
“performance at all costs.” Unfortunately, these centers consume a large amount of energy. This unchecked energy consumption costs the government a significant amount of money
and wastes natural resources. Moreover, it is unlikely that supercomputing centers can continue limitless consumption of
resources. In particular, energy consumption—and the resultant heat dissipation—is becoming an important limiting factor.
Large energy consumption at supercomputing centers
might be acceptable if all energy were used profitably. However, architectural trends are such that achieving peak performance is becoming more difficult. While modern processors can issue multiple instructions in a single cycle, the average number issued is much lower than the the maximum.
For example, on a 3-issue Pentium 4 with Hyper-Threading

Energy-aware computing has flourished over the last decade
in many areas, especially mobile devices. However, as explained above, the HPC community has vastly different goals.
Because computational scientists are using HPC to gain maximum performance, many will likely resist any mechanism
that decreases performance (i.e., increases time to completion). However, we believe there are two primary reasons why
HPC programmers will reduce performance to save energy.
First, we believe that supercomputing centers are not immune
to economic pressures. Therefore, the large and growing energy consumption of current clusters will eventually come to
bear on its users. This may manifest itself in programmers
utilizing lower-energy machines such as BlueGene/L [Adi02]
or Green Destiny [WWF02] (which is a cluster of Transmeta
processors). Such machines have better performance per unit
energy than a conventional machine. However, they also offer
significantly lower performance.
Second, computational scientists would be more likely
to consider energy reduction if the effect on program performance were small. As peak performance on HPC machines is
never achieved, and typically not closely achieved, we believe
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2.1 Whole System Approaches

that a slight performance degradation to save a good percentage of energy is possible—and may be acceptable to computational scientists. In particular, in some applications it is possible to save energy with virtually no performance loss (e.g.,
mcf and facerec from the SPEC benchmark set).

Many have worked on saving energy in the entire system. This
subsection details some of these projects.

Operating System Related ECOSystem [ZELV03] attempts to implement a power management system without the
1.2 Our Approach
need to rewrite application software. The goal is to achieve a
user specified battery lifetime. An energy accounting model
This paper investigates the tradeoff between energy and peris implemented, called the currentcy model. The currentcy
formance (execution time). Processors are now available that
model attempts to attribute energy usage to individual applicasupport frequency and voltage scaling, providing multiple options, as well as to specific components of the machine. Each
erating points. These operating points offer different levels
application is allocated a certain amount of currentcy, which
of performance and energy consumption. Processor perforcorresponds to the total energy it is allowed to consume in each
mance is roughly proportional to clock speed or frequency, i.e.,
epoch. The case for a closer relationship between the operating
performance ∝ f . On the other hand, power consumption is
system system and power management is further explored by
roughly proportional to frequency times voltage squared, i.e.,
Vahdat et al. [VLE00, Ell99]. This includes a case for treating
power ∝ f V 2 . Therefore, energy efficiency, (i.e., instructions
energy as a first class resource in operating systems. Perhaps
per joule) increases as frequency and voltage decrease. Usthe best endorsement of operating system controlled power
ing a processor with both frequency and voltage scaling, we
consumption comes from the ACPI (Advanced Configuration
evaluate the tradeoff between energy and time by executing a
and Power Interface) standard [CCC+ 00]. It is an evolution of
program at several different operating points, each with a difseveral existing methods including BIOS power management,
ferent energy efficiency.
the APM (Advanced Power Management) API, and a smart
Towards this goal, we analyzed the NAS and SPEC suites
battery interface.
to determine the relationship between voltage and frequency
In general, the goal of the OS is to conserve energy for
settings and execution time. Our results show that approxthe entire set of processes. Our approach differs in that we are
imately 94% of our tests have what we call an energy-time
concerned with saving energy in a single parallel program.
tradeoff, meaning that a decrease in energy is possible but it
comes at the cost of increased time. In the other programs,
the highest operating point consumes the least energy and ex- Performance Counters There has also been significant efecutes in the fastest time. Not every energy-time tradeoff is fort put into software architectures that facilitate power mandesirable, as some offer little energy savings and large time agement. The Observer architecture implements a monitorpenalties. However, approximately half of these tests show a ing and kernel instrumentation package as an extension to
savings that is equal to or better than the penalty (e.g., 10% Linux [BBM98]. The main idea here is to design a system that
less energy and 10% more time), and some are much better collects information that is relevant to making power management decisions. Another project uses the hardware counters
than that.
Because the case for power savings in desktop and clus- of the microprocessor to do energy accounting on individual
ter computers has not been made, scalable microprocessors processes [Bel00]. The Castle project uses hardware counters
are essentially available only in portable computers. Conse- to estimate power consumption [JM01]. Finally, one can use
quently, our test machines are laptop computers. However, program counter techniques to determine when to transition
this paper presents the first part of a case for power savings the disk to a lower energy level [GHL04].
Work on performance counter approaches are complemenin high-performance computing centers. We expect that frequency and voltage scaling soon will become common in desk- tary to our approach. In particular, we may be able to use performance counters to determine where to transition to lower
top machines.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 energy modes.
describes related work, and Section 3 provides details on our
experimental methodology. Next, Section 4 gives results of
Application Related Flinn and Satyanarayanan [FS99b,
performance measurements. Finally, Section 5 summarizes
FS99a] show that a collaborative relationship between the opand describes future work.
erating system and applications can yield significant power
savings. They attempt to extend the lifetime of the battery
to some user-specified goal. The basis for this work is a tool
called PowerScope, which maps energy consumption to spe2 Related Work
cific components. It analyzes specific processes and functions
There has been a voluminous amount of research performed and uses statistical sampling to expose which components are
in the general area of energy management. In this section we consuming energy. This information is then used to direct prodescribe some of the closely related research. We divide the gram activity towards reaching an energy consumption goal by
related work into two categories: approaches for whole sys- extending the Odyssey platform [NSN+ 97] to support energy
adaptation.
tems and for specific devices.
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Processor
Frequency Range (MHz)
Voltage Range (V)
Voltage set points
Bus rate (MHz)
L1 Cache combined (KB)
L2 Cache (KB)
Memory (MB)

Compaq Presario 700
Mobile AMD Athlon 4
300–1400
1.20–1.45
6
200
128
256
256

Compaq Presario 2100
Mobile AMD Athlon XP-M 2500+
1130–1862
1.20–1.45
6
266
128
512
512

Table 1: Configuration of test machines.
Like performance counter approaches, application-related
approaches are complementary to our approach. In the future,
we will likely allow the application to explicitly transition between different energy modes.

(e.g., [HLS96, DKB95, Wil92, BAD+ 92, LKHA94]). In general, the idea is to determine when there is a large time period
in which there are no disk requests and transition to a lower
energy level. There has also been work in creating burstiness
to save energy consumed by disks [PS03].

Architecture Related There are a few high-performance
computing clusters that are designed with energy in mind. One
is BlueGene/L [Adi02], which uses a “system on a chip” to reduce energy. Another is Green Destiny [WWF02], which uses
low-power Transmeta nodes.
This approach is sacrifices performance in order to save
energy by using less powerful machines. The approach we
advocate is to start with powerful machines and find regions in
programs to reduce energy.

2.2 Specific Device Approaches

Memory and Network In some architectures, individual
memory banks can be powered down [DSK+ 02, LFZE00].
The idea is to potentially place data intelligently in banks
so that some banks will not be accessed. In some devices
the network card has multiple energy states. One way to
save energy is to use the energy-saving mechanisms defined
by 802.11b [Com99]. One improvement to 802.11b is the
Bounded Slowdown Protocol [KB02], which uses minimal energy given a desired maximum increase in round trip time. In
addition, Yan et al. [YKW+ 04] leverage TCP to save energy
in large file downloads. Finally, Kravets investigated poweraware mechanisms for end-to-end communication in wireless
networks [KSC99].
Energy consumed by memory banks and network cards is
important primarily in mobile devices. In desktop or cluster
processors, memory energy consumption is relatively small.
Hence, this work is orthogonal to ours.

Many have worked on saving energy in different devices. This
subsection details some of these projects.

3 Methodology

Compiler Directed Hsu et al. [HK03] propose a compilerdirected algorithm to determine the appropriate operating
points for memory-bound portions of the program. Like our
approach, this uses physical power measurements are used instead of simulation.

This section describes the experimental methodology. It first
describes the details of the test machines, and then explains the
techniques used to collect data. Tests were conducted on two
Compaq Presario laptop computers equipped with AMD Mobile Athlon processors, which support frequency and voltage
scaling. Table 1 displays some details of the test machines; we
refer to the slower one as “old” and the faster one as “new.”
There are many more frequency settings than voltage settings.
Frequency scaling alone scales performance and energy equivalently. Consequently, there is an increase in energy efficiency
(e.g., instructions per joule) only when both frequency and
voltage are scaled. Therefore, for the purposes of testing, the
interesting operating points are those where both frequency
and voltage change. When there are several frequencies possible for each voltage setting, tests use the highest frequency
because it provides the greatest performance.
The primary difference between machines is that the new
one has a processor that is 33% faster. The machines also dif-

Processor Many modern processor architectures allow different frequency/voltage settings. This work developed into
dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) [FRM01, Gru01, PBB98,
PLS01, IKH01], which has come to mean the simultaneous
changing of clock speed and voltage to reduce power consumption. DVS takes advantage of the fact that peak processing power is not always necessary to adequately service
the average system load. Typically, DVS optimizes the energy×delay product. This creates a system that more efficiently uses energy, but is still powerful and responsive.
In this paper, we investigate the relationship between frequency/voltage and execution time. DVS techniques are complementary, and in fact we will likely utilize them in our future
work.
Disk Disks consume large amounts of energy on some architectures. Many have studied disk spindown to save energy
3

conducted according to the following script. First, the appropriate frequency and voltage setting is made. Second, the AC
power is disconnected. Next several initial values are saved.
In particular, wall clock time was obtained using gettimeofday,
cycle count was obtained using the rdtsc instruction, and energy in the battery was obtained through ACPI. Additionally,
hardware performance counters are set to measure memory accesses in order to compute memory bandwidth. Fourth, the
program is executed. After the program completes, final values are collected and differences are calculated. Finally, the
AC power is reconnected and the script waits until the battery
is recharged before starting the next test.
We experimented with three different benchmark sets:
NAS, SPEC integer, and SPEC floating point. The NAS suite
is a popular high-performance computing benchmark, consisting of 8 scientific benchmarks including application areas such
as sorting, spectral transforms, and fluid dynamics. In contrast,
the 12 SPEC integer benchmarks are non-scientific applications that are CPU and/or memory intensive. The 14 SPEC
floating part benchmarks are a mixture of both scientific and
non-scientific programs For example, mesa and facerec are
non-scientific, graphics programs, whereas swim and mgrid
are well-known scientific benchmarks.

fer in the memory subsystem. The old laptop bus operates at
200 MHz, whereas the new laptop operates at 266 MHz and
uses double data rate (DDR) memory. The consequence of
this is that the old laptop has a maximum memory bandwidth
of approximately 430 MB/s, established by the stream benchmark [McC]. The new laptop achieves 40% greater throughput
of 600 MB/s. We tested the memory bandwidth at each operating point and there is not a significant difference—less than
5% from highest to lowest.
The machines were configured with Linux 2.6. The advanced configuration and power interface (ACPI) was configured and used extensively. In particular, ACPI provides information about the battery state. Most useful for these experiments is information about the remaining battery capacity.
Additionally, the cpufreq kernel module provides an interface
to control the frequency-voltage setting. To set the operating
point, one writes a string representation of the desired frequency in MHz to a file in the sys filesystem. For example,
the following command sets the operating point to 1000 MHz:
echo "1000" >
/sys/devices/system/cpu/cpu0/cpufreq
Although there may be several frequencies for a particular
voltage setting, there is only one voltage for any frequency.
All the tests were run using battery power in order to
use the power consumption information provided through the
ACPI interface (which is not available when operating on A/C
power). All tests were begun with a fully-charged battery to
eliminate any discrepancies that may be caused by a non-linear
battery discharge rate. The ACPI implementation in the old
laptop reports the battery capacity in milliwatt-hours. The new
laptop reports two values, one in millivolts and the other in
milliamp-hours; we converted these into energy. ACPI measurements are relatively coarse-grain. Tests lasting less than
two minutes have highly varying results. Therefore, most tests
run for at least 10 minutes and usually more.
Both laptops uses lithium-ion (LiOn) batteries. Such batteries have extremely strict specific power delivery and charging characteristics, such that these phases must be closely
monitored and tightly controlled [Pana]. For example, LiOn
cells exhibit a flat voltage decay, followed by a steep drop at
the end of the discharge cycle; cells allowed to “fall off” this
drop can be damaged. Each multi-cell battery pack contains a
controller IC, responsible for monitoring charge rates, voltage
levels, and cell temperatures [Panb]. In an ACPI-compatible
battery pack, this IC maintains a serial communication channel to the system board in order to transmit the aforementioned
values.
Testing must be done while drawing power from the battery, and we wish to begin every test with a full battery. Therefore, we must recharge the battery after every test. In order to
automate this testing, we built a soft power switch. The laptop
power supply plug is inserted into the switch and the lead from
the switch goes to the laptop. The switch is connected to the
parallel or serial port of the laptop. A write to the port will turn
the power on or off.
The backlight for the screen was turned off and there was
minimal background processing during testing. Tests were

4 Experimental Results
The primary goal of this paper is to examine the energy-time
tradeoff for high-performance applications. Space constraints
do not permit the presentation of all the results. For more information, including full results, please see our accompanying technical report [PF04]. Unless specifically noted, results
are from the new laptop. While the energy-time tradeoff differs between machines, our results show that both laptops save
a significant amount of energy on a substantial subset of the
programs tested. We believe that this provides evidence, albeit
not conclusive, that the results from our experiments will be
typical among machines with multiple operating points.
As described in Section 3, we conducted tests over the
three different sets of benchmark programs on each of the two
laptops described above. Also, each program was run at every
operating point. For each test, we measured the time and energy consumed. Additionally, using performance counters, we
measured the number of cycles, micro-operations retired, and
memory accesses.
Below we discuss the overall results. Then, we look at a
few representative applications in detail. Lastly, we show that
these results we have observed on a single machine are likely
to be seen in parallel configurations.

4.1 Overall Results
All of our tests show that for a given program, using the highest operating point takes the least time. On the other hand,
the lower operating points use less power because the CPU—
the dominant power consumer—uses less power. However, in
terms of energy, the results vary. At a lower operating point a
given program runs longer; if the decrease in power exceeds
4
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Figure 1: Normalized, aggregate plots of NAS set.

Figure 2: Normalized, aggregate plots of SPEC INT set.

the increase in time, a lower operating point uses less energy.
This is the case in most of the programs we tested, where one
of the lower operating points results in the least energy consumed.1 However, for a handful of programs, the time increase
exceeds the power decrease, so the highest operating point also
consumes the least energy.
Figures 1(a), 2(a), and 3(a) plot the normalized aggregate
results for each program set on the new laptop. The x-axis
plots the operating point in terms of frequency from highest
to lowest. There are two lines; the increasing line is elapsed
time and the initially decreasing line is energy consumed. All
values are normalized to those of the highest operating point;
thus, all lines begin at 1 on the left-hand side. For the NAS programs, the time and energy diverge from 1 about equally. This
means the energy savings is approximately equal to the time
delay. For example, at the third operating point, the energy
used and time taken are 91% and 112% of full, respectively.
The SPEC sets also show an increase in time, but show little
decrease in energy. This is because there is a high variance
in the energy-time tradeoff among programs. The SPEC sets
contain a few programs for which there is little energy savings

because the highest operating point uses the least energy or
close to it. Overall, the aggregate plots suggest that one needs
to be selective about which programs to try to save energy.
To investigate further, we plot for each set the programs
that rank in the top 1/3 of energy-time tradeoff. Figures 1(b),
2(b), and 3(b) show the results. The NAS subset looks best,
with 15% average energy savings for a time delay of less than
5% at the third operating point. The SPEC FP subset is similar,
with 12% savings for 4% delay. Finally, the SPEC INT subset
provides a 10% savings for a 10% delay, similar to the tradeoff
provided by the full NAS set.
The slowest two operating points do not generally offer an
energy savings. While the power is decreased, the time delay is
so great that the energy savings is small if any. Only two of the
34 programs do not have an energy-time tradeoff: crafty from
SPEC INT and sixtrack from SPEC FP. The complete results
are shown in [PF04]. The next section evaluates individual
programs in detail.

1 Which

grams.

4.2 Detailed Results
In this section we analyze six programs in detail: the best and
worst in terms of energy-time tradeoff from each program set.
The energy of each point is plotted on the y-axis and the time

operating point resulted in the lowest energy varies between pro-
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Figure 4: Best energy-time tradeoff in each set.
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Figure 5: Worst energy-time tradeoff in each set.
is plotted on the x-axis. We find this plot presents the tradeoff
most vividly. The higher of two points uses more energy and
the rightmost takes more time. Therefore, a near vertical slope
indicates an energy savings with little time delay, and a horizontal slope indicates a time penalty and no energy savings.
The programs shown in Figure 4 have the best energy-time
tradeoff in each sets: NAS (sp), SPEC INT (mcf ), and SPEC
FP (swim). In these “vertical” applications, the execution time
advantage of the highest operating point is small. However, the
energy penalty for this ultimate performance is large. Consider
for example the sp benchmark, in Figure 4(a). Using the third
operating point (1529 MHz) yields about a 6% increase in execution time compared to the highest operating point, while the
corresponding decrease in energy consumption is nearly 20%.
Next, we examine how a vertical energy-time shape occurs. Our results show that programs use the essentially same
number (within 1%) of micro-operations regardless of the operating point. However, the number of cycles that an execution
takes can change, especially in the vertical applications. For
example, consider the mcf application at the two highest operating points (1862 and 1662 MHz), in which the performance
gain is less than 1%. Using the lower operating point with a
clock rate that is 89% of the highest, the execution has 90%
as many cycles (approximately 5.0 to 4.5 trillion). Because
the number of micro-operations does not change, the perfor-

mance, in micro-operations per cycle (UPC), increases as the
frequency decreases. The additional cycles in the higher operating point do not perform useful work. This indicates that
the CPU is not the performance bottleneck. Below we examine this and, not surprisingly, determine that memory is the
bottleneck.
On the other hand, Figure 5 shows the programs that do
not exhibit an energy penalty for the ultimate performance. Instead, in these programs, the highest operating point results in
nearly the lowest energy consumed. We call these “horizontal”
programs.
Figure 6 shows the memory bandwidth achieved by these
six programs. The figure shows the memory bandwidth normalized to the highest operating point. The x-axis shows the
operating point of the processor. For reference a “straight line”
is plotted that is proportional to frequency and normalized to
one at the highest operating point. The normalized plot shows
that the memory bandwidth scales with the operating point
in the horizontal programs, ep, perlbmk, and sixtrack. This
clearly shows that the processor is the bottleneck resource. On
the other hand, the vertical programs, sp, mcf, and facerec,
achieve at least 94% of their maximum memory bandwidth at
the third highest operating point. This shows that the memory
is limiting the performance. Following these plots from right
to left, the memory bandwidth appears to plateau in the verti-
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Figure 3: Normalized, aggregate plots of SPEC FP set.

the performance decreases and vice versa for horizontal programs that have a poor energy tradeoff. The vertical programs
are less efficient than their companion horizontal programs,
cal applications before the highest operating point, which cor- e.g., in the NAS set sp is less efficient than ep. This is not a
responds to the curve becoming vertical. The higher operating surprise because a lack of an energy tradeoff means that the
point does not result in higher performance—the energy-time program is using its energy well. Again, these results illustrate
tradeoff suggests using the lower point because the memory is how an energy tradeoff comes about.
the bottleneck.
We also conducted tests on the old laptop. The new maIn addition to memory bandwidth, we evaluated the pro- chine is much faster and has more memory resources than the
cessor efficiency in terms of micro-operations per cycle. The old machine. As stated above, the new laptop has a 33% faster
Athlon processors decode x86 instructions into one or more bus, 100% faster memory, and twice the L2 cache and memmicro-operations that are executed by the RISC core of the ory. Therefore, some programs run much better on the new
processor. Therefore, UPC (micro-operations per cycle) is a machine than the old, which makes the results quite different.
better indicator of performance than IPC (instructions per cy- For example, the ep program from the NAS set overwhelms
cle). Figure 7 shows UPC normalized to the highest operating the memory subsystem on the old laptop. The ep program is a
point. The vertical applications have an increase in UPC at horizontal program on the new laptop. The program’s memory
lower operating points, which is consistent with other observa- bandwidth scale with processor speed indicating that the protions above. The horizontal applications achieve the same pro- gram is processor-bound. On the other hand, ep is a pure vercessor efficiency for the three highest operating points. Thus, tical program on the old laptop—the time and memory bandthe overall performance is directly proportional to frequency width are essentially the same for all operating points while
in these applications.
energy decreases. Consequently, the behavior of these proFigure 8 plots the energy efficiency of our targeted pro- grams could hardly be more dissimilar. Therefore, given the
grams in work per unit energy, e.g., micro-operations per resources of each laptop, the programs should not be considJoule. The plot is normalized to the efficiency of the high- ered the same program for the purposes of analysis.
est operating point. The plot shows that for vertical programs,
Figure 9 shows the two laptops executing sp from the NAS
which have a good tradeoff, the energy efficiency increases as set, but using different sizes. The sp.B data set is 4 times
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only the laptop has multiple operating points. It is important
to note that the laptop is much slower, and so there is no energy
savings possible due to another node being the bottleneck, because the laptop is in fact the bottleneck node. Keep in mind
that if either node could be scaled, then the faster machine
could be scaled with little or no performance penalty.
The figure shows that, as expected, there is an energy-time
tradeoff in MPI programs. The energy-time tradeoff is in fact
greater than that of their sequential counterparts. While we
have only tested a handful of programs, and therefore is by no
means a comprehensive study, the results convince us that a
full-scale study of energy consumption in MPI applications is
warranted. This study is currently underway.
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Figure 9: NAS sp on old and new laptop.

5 Summary and Future Work

larger than sp.A. The curves are similar; this similarity occurs because the bottlenecks are comparable. In the case of
sp, the memory bandwidth for the top three operating points is
roughly the same on both laptops. In general, the old laptop
tends to have more vertical programs because it has a slower
bus and less memory. Even though the processor is also slower
in the old laptop, the balance between the processor and memory is different.

This paper has investigated the tradeoff between energy and
performance. We analyzed the NAS and SPEC suites to determine the relationship between frequency and voltage settings
and execution time. By executing each program at multiple
operating points, we determined that most (94%) of the programs in these suites can consume less energy when they are
run at a lower operating point. In other words, they have what
we term an energy-time tradeoff. While computational scien4.3 Parallel Tests
tists typically want high performance at all costs, we believe
While this paper focuses on sequential HPC applications, our that economic pressures will eventually force users to consider
eventual goal is to support parallel HPC applications, as this energy as a limiting factor.
is where much of the total energy at supercomputer centers
However, our work is only a first step—only a subset of
is consumed. In general, there should be more opportunity the benchmarks consume significantly less energy with a small
to save energy in parallel HPC applications. This is be- increase in time, which is the desired case—and more work
cause not only is there the possibility that the CPU is not the is needed to selectively apply frequency and voltage scaling.
bottleneck—which means that an individual processor can be Computational scientists will be much more willing to conscaled— but also that a given node is not the bottleneck— sider energy-saving techniques if they result in a relatively
which means that it can be executed at a lower operating point small increase in execution time. Indeed, we found that benchwithout any performance penalty.
marks such as mcf and facerec have, at some operating points,
Figure 10 shows the energy-time tradeoff for two dis- virtually no increase in time but a significant reduction in entributed 2-node MPI programs, cg and ep. Because a cluster ergy.
of identical machines is not available to us, the two nodes are
This paper determined the energy-time tradeoff in sequenthe new laptop and a desktop machine. These two machines tial HPC programs. Our eventual goal is to save energy in
have different CPU speeds, memory speeds, etc. However, parallel HPC programs. While much future work is required,
8

we believe that in fact there is more opportunity to save energy
in parallel programs. Our next step is to undertake an investigation of the energy-time tradeoff in parallel programs.
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